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TORCHES
THEMED PROGRAMME 

AIM
Spend an evening in the dark, with just 
torches to light up the way. This themed 
programme includes some great torch 
games, activities and adventures for 
Juniors to enjoy in the dark.

ACTIVITIES
Night at the Museum

Shadow Theatre

Torch Manhunt

Torch Painting

Light Up the Answer

Are Batteries Included?



Can the security guard catch any of the museum’s mannequins moving around in the dark?

  1  This game is set in an imaginary museum at night. Children should space themselves around the room 
   and pull a pose, as if they were a mannequin in the museum.  

  2  One person should be the security guard. Their job is to patrol the museum at night to check everything is 
   secure. The security guard will need a torch. All other lights should be turned off. 

  3  All the mannequins must change their pose every 10-15 seconds. The security guard should walk around 
      the ‘museum’ with their torch, shining it from one mannequin to the next. If the security guard catches any 

   movement, then that mannequin is out of the game. 

  4  The last mannequin left in the game is the winner. Let someone else take on the role of the security guard 
   and play again. 

Top Tip: This game only works if children are changing poses every 10-15 seconds. Introduce a rule that means 

leaders can get mannequins out if they notice children aren’t changing poses. Make it easier to get mannequins 

out by allowing the security guard to try and make mannequins laugh and class that as movement too. 

NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM
GET ACTIVE: PLAYING GAMES

This themed programme could be complimented by 

other activities on the Programme Hub such as 

Torch Morse Code (Juniors), Escape in the Dark 

(Juniors) and Welly Walk (Anchors).

The Torches themed programme has been 

designed to be run mostly in the dark, using torches 

tto light up the activities. As such, leaders will need to 

consider the safety of the space you are using and 

take steps to remove obstacles where appropriate. 

• A British man, David Misell, invented the first torch 

 in 1899. 

• Torches were popular as they replaced carrying 

 candles or other naked flames around.  

• In America they call torches ‘flashlights’. This is 

 because early torches didn’t have great batteries, 

  so people would have to just ‘flash’ them on and 

 off occasionally when they needed a burst of light. 

TORCHES
INTRODUCTION DID YOU KNOW?
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Use the light from a torch to create a shadow theatre, to help tell a story. 

  1  For this activity you will need to hang up a white sheet. Behind the sheet you’ll need to lay a bright torch 
   facing the sheet. 

  2     A leader will need to download and print one or more of the shadow templates on the activity 
   sheet. We’ve provided a dinosaur, knight / dragon and the nativity silhouettes. You could however choose 
   your own silhouette designs instead. Due to the intricate designs, this activity would benefit from a leader 
      sticking the sheets onto card and cutting these out beforehand. Stick a wooden skewer to each shape.

  3  Children can then use the silhouettes on sticks to create a short shadow puppet story. Split into smaller 
   groups if necessary and give the children time to come up with a story and practise using their 
   silhouettes to tell the story.

  4  After a while bring the group back together and let each group tell their story. 

SHADOW THEATRE
GET CREATIVE: SINGING, ACTING & DANCING

Reinvent the game of hide and seek by turning off the lights, playing in the dark and giving the seeker a torch. 

  1  Explain to the group that they are going to play a game of hide and seek, but in the dark. This will require 
   clear boundaries (i.e. where they can / can’t hide) as well as other considerations such as leaders 
   removing any obstacles and children agreeing not to run.

  2  Nominate one person to be the seeker. They should remove themselves from the playing area whilst 
   everyone else finds a hiding place. Once everyone is happy, turn off the lights. 

  3  3  The seeker should then come back into the room. The seeker is allowed a torch and can use this to hunt 
   around the room(s) looking for the rest of the group. When children are found they should return to a 
   central place. Each child should have and use a torch to do this safely. 

  4  Continue playing until everyone has been found. The last person found is the winner. 

  5  Play again, allowing someone else to become the seeker. 

TORCH MANHUNT
GET ACTIVE: PLAYING GAMES

Create artistic drawings using a torch and a camera with a slow shutter. 

  1  For this activity you’ll need a camera that has a slow shutter setting or a smartphone with a slow shutter 
   app. You’ll also need some torches too. Smaller torches in a very dark room tend to work best.

  2  Children should stand in front of the camera and wave their torch around making a shape or letter/word. 
   Make sure the light of the torch is facing forwards at all times. 

  3  Set the camera for a slow shutter of around 6-8 seconds and see how that looks. You can always 
      increase / reduce the shutter speed should you need to. 

  4  Encourage the group to use their imaginations and see what torch drawings they can come up with. 
   Examples might include names, smiley faces, love hearts, stickmen, circles etc. 

TORCH PAINTING
GET CREATIVE: ARTY & CRAFTY
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In this quiz, answering the questions and finding the answer are two very different things. Who will be able to 

find the answer in the dark the quickest? 

  1     Download a copy of the Light Up the Answer question sheet. On here are 20 simple questions 
   that have everyday objects as the answers. 

  2  You’ll need to source the 20 objects on the sheet. Place them on tables around the room. Try to add as 
   many other objects (pots, pans, books, games equipment, stationary) to these table as possible too. The 

      more objects around the room, the more challenging / fun the activity will be. 

  3  Split the group into small teams. Each team will need a torch as this activity should happen with the lights 
   turned off. 

  4  For each question, teams should nominate one person each to stand in the middle of the room. 

  5  A leader should read out a question. The nominated children must then answer the question by using 
   their torch beam to search around the room looking for the correct answer / object. 

  6  The first person to light up the answer using their torch gets a point for their team. 

  7  7  Continue playing, rotating the nominated players each time. The team with the most points at the end of 
   the activity wins. 

LIGHT UP THE ANSWER
GET LEARNING: PROBLEM SOLVING

  1  Show the group a torch. Ask them what the job of a torch is? 

  2  The group will hopefully have said that a torch should shine a bright light. Switch on the torch and show 
   the group that no light is coming out (remove the batteries before the activity). Ask the group what might 

   be wrong with your torch? 

  3  Ask the group if anyone has been playing with something at home (game, toy, phone, tablet etc) and then 
   the battery died? How annoying is it when that happens? How useful is the object when the batteries are 

      dead? Something like a torch, phone, tablet etc has no use or purpose at all when the batteries are flat. 

   They become pretty pointless. 

  4  A dead battery can remind us of something Paul wrote in the bible. Read     1 Corinthians 13:1-3

  5  In this Bible verse, Paul is saying that if we live our lives without love, then we are like a flat battery. God 
   might have given us incredible talents and made us to be the equivalent of the world’s brightest torch, 

   the fastest remote control car or the most up to date iPhone, but if our batteries are flat and we are living 

   a life without love, then it’s all worthless and with no meaning. 

  6  6  Jesus showed us many ways that we can live a life full of love and God wants us to use Jesus’ example 
   in our own lives. He wants us to love each other, love God and love ourselves. We’re all called to ensure 

   our batteries are filled to the brim with love and that we are sharing that love with the people around us. 

   Are we currently doing that, or do we need to work on it? 

  7  Finish by considering ways the group can work on spreading kindness and love. Close in prayer asking 
   for God’s support and strength in living out those actions in our daily lives. 

ARE BATTERIES INCLUDED?
GET INTO THE BIBLE: UNDERSTANDING CHRISTIAN VALUES
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Below are 20 questions that can be used for the ‘Light up the Answers’ activity. There is also an 
example below which can be used to help explain the activity to the group. 

Example = What heavy object keeps a ship in position when it is stationary? (Anchor – BB logo)

According to Mary Poppins, a ‘___________ full of sugar helps the medicine go 
down’.

What is the informal name for the photograph that police take when someone has 
been arrested? A ________ shot.

Fountain, felt and ballpoint are all types of what? 

Which sport is played at Somerset Park, Shamrock Park, Tuft Moor and Villa Park?

If someone comes in last placIf someone comes in last place, they are said to have won the ____________? 

This object usually has a lid, handle and spout. 

Which book features characters such as Ruth, Joshua, Joseph, Elijah, Samuel and 
Noah? 

When the rain comes down, I go up. What am I?

What is a witch’s preferred mode of transport? 

An item that rhymes with ‘CHIN’.

This object has a ‘wick’ that runs through the middlThis object has a ‘wick’ that runs through the middle. What is it? 

An object with this name can be used in the garden to help loosen soil. It is also used 
for eating.

This object normally has live, neutral and earth wires inside. 

Which object provides you with more of what’s inside, when you twist the bottom of it? 

I start with an E, end with an E, and have a letter in me. What am I? 

Pine, traffic and ice cream are all types of what? 

In football, which colour card is shown as a first warninIn football, which colour card is shown as a first warning? 

Murray, Nadal, Djokovic and Williams all play which sport? 

Which hollow cylinder shaped crisps come in flavours such as ready salted, salt and 
vinegar, BBQ beef and cheese and onion? 

This object has two hands and a face, but no arms or legs. What is it? 

SPOON

MUG

PEN

FOOTBALL

WOODEN SPOON

KETTLE

BIBLEBIBLE

UMBRELLA

BROOM

BIN (or any other 
correct answer)

CANDLE

FORK

PPLUG

GLUE STICK

ENVELOPE 

CONE

YELLOW (a yellow 
object)

TENNIS (tennis 
ball / racball / racket)

HULA HOOP

CLOCK

LIGHT UP THE ANSWERS


